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FUTURE FOR
ORANGE
PRODUCERS
ARTISANS OF THE WORLD
Solidar’Monde is creating
opportunities for thousands
of farmers.

PERUVIAN COFFEE HITS ITS PEAK
Fairtrade-certified since 2006, Cecafé
focuses exclusively on organic coffee
cultivated at an altitude of 1150-1750
metres above sea level.

CARVING THE FUTURE OF AN
ENTIRE COMMUNITY
Tarazo Africana Limited creates
employment opportunities for hundreds
of young people.

PERUVIAN COFFEE
HITS ITS PEAK

WELCOME
In this autumn edition of QR we are sharing a
few of the stories about how you have helped
change lives and communities.
This year your investment has been lent out 1.8 times and
has been a vital lifeline for many businesses struggling to
survive and become more sustainable. As the incomes of
their workers increase, their families have the opportunity
to buy more food, improve their homes, and pay for their
children’s education.
You can read on page 3 how producers in Peru are meeting
the growing demand for coffee in a cost-effective and
sustainable way.
On page 4, we revisit the Kenyan co-operative, Kabuboni
which you may remember being featured in issue 94. Since
then, the coffee farmers have diversified their production to
create an additional source of income, which is improving
their lives.
This issue brings you news on how climate change in Ghana
is affecting citrus production. Read more on pages 6 and 7
about how Nyame Akwan orange producers are coping with
the challenges they face: fruit ripening early, crops being lost
and changing rainfall patterns.
We also take you to the heart of Kenya’s Tabaka region
where Tarazo Africana Limited is creating employment
opportunities for hundreds of young people in this
remote community.
Thank you for your support.

STRATEGIC REVIEW
The Society will soon be carrying out a full strategic
review and we hope you will play a part in the
process. The last review was carried out
in 2014 and set out five strategic paths for us
to follow:
• Widening our impact and support for fair trade;
working where other lenders are not prepared
to operate
• Deepening our impact by supporting more
producers and artisans in new markets and
lending to new commodities
• Keeping members at the heart of Shared Interest
and using technology to make investing and
managing a Share Account simpler
• Influencing and transforming the sector through
leadership and engagement
• Ensuring that our ways of working are aligned,
which includes the creation of one unified mission
and set of values between Shared Interest Society
and Shared Interest Foundation
We received an excellent response to the last review.
Hearing your views is very important to us as it helps
guide us in our thinking. Your January AGM mailing
will include a members’ survey to complete, and we
will hold a series of conversations with stakeholders
to inform the process.

Until next time,

Coffee is one of the world’s
most popular beverages.
However, 80% of this coffee
is actually grown by 25
million smallholders; many
of whom fail to earn a
reliable living.
With Fairtrade, certified coffee producers
are guaranteed to receive at least the
Fairtrade Minimum Price for their coffee.
The aim is to cover their production costs
and create a safety net when market
prices fall below a sustainable level. The
co-operative also receives the additional
Fairtrade Premium and decides how
this is spent, usually by investing in
the business or making community
improvements.
Cecafé is one of those small
co-operatives. It works with 500
individual coffee producers, including
112 women, in Lonya Grande,
Utcubamba, Peru. The organisation was
founded a decade ago with the support
of the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart,
a Mexican Catholic congregation helping
disadvantaged groups in the area.
Fairtrade-certified since 2006, Cecafé
focuses exclusively on organic coffee

cultivated at an altitude of 1150-1750
metres above sea level. The farmers
ensure there is minimal impact on
water and soil quality, as they carefully
manage wastewater and use the coffee
pulp for compost. The co-operative also
promotes and sells organic fertilisers
to their farmers. Once harvested, the
arabica beans are generally sold for
export, with a small proportion roasted
and sold locally.
Since 2013, Shared Interest investors
have been helping provide an export
credit facility to pay farmers promptly
at harvest time and increase Cecafé’s
overall production capacity. The
co-operative is now able to meet the
growing demand for coffee and is
also more cost-effective, which is vital
when competing in the international
coffee markets.
Just two years after Cecafé received
finance, they were able to deliver a
series of workshops with over 1,300
participants. Farmers learnt about
certification standards, occupational
health and safety, and soil management.
They also used the events to launch a
40-year reforestation project, and new
$13k fund for members to use for illness
or educational purposes.

Since the training, the co-operative has
more than doubled its production. Coffee
quality has improved and this has led to
buyers increasing their orders. Cecafé
has also invested in a nursery, providing
750,000 young coffee plants to members
at a fair price.

“The finance from
Shared Interest has been
beneficial as it allowed
us to gather more coffee
from members, allowing
more producers to cope
with increasing export
sales, and improve the
flow of operations of the
co-operative. This also
generates an additional
Fairtrade Premium that
has a positive impact on
the members. In addition,
the finance will be
helpful to accelerate the
payments to the farmers.”
Elmer Sanchez,
General Manager

			Patricia
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We began working with Kabuboni in October 2014, when their farmers
were struggling to make a living from growing coffee. Their location on the
eastern slopes of Mount Kenya meant that they were one of many farming
co-operatives in a very small area competing in a saturated local market.
This was compounded by falling global coffee prices, and as a result
Kabuboni farmers found it difficult to predict their income for the coming
season or budget for their household needs.
Our charitable arm, Shared Interest
Foundation, worked with local network,
Fairtrade Africa to offer specialist
training and mentoring that focused on
accessing finance. Once completed, the
co-operative was able to use these new
skills with the farmers to plan and identify
new income streams. These included
selling milk and new coffee seedlings.

A MORE SECURE
FUTURE FOR
KABUBONI
THANKS TO MILK
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Although the farmers already kept cows,
they did not have the facilities to store or
sell the milk. A loan from Shared Interest
financed a cooling plant, vital for storing
the milk at the right temperature. The
co-operative now employs five additional
staff and has three milk collection centres.
Kabuboni Chairman, Erastus Ndeke
is experienced in rearing cattle, and
nurturing the herd is his top priority. He
said: “Each day, the cows graze freely.
When they are outdoors, their sheds
are cleaned immediately to protect the
animals from diseases.”
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There are now 718 dairy farmers at
Kabuboni, compared to 199 before the
training began. Erastus continues: “Our
farmers are many times better off today
than they were before. They have a
regular source of income and are able to
pay school fees freely.”
Accountant, Philip Murithi Agostino
added: “We were in dire need of funds
for diversification. The training helped
us access finance from Shared Interest
and subsequently increase the number
of female employees, as the majority of
dairy farmers tend to be women.”
This year, the co-operative embarked
on a project called ‘Kabuboni Women
and Youth Coffee’ where farmers are
encouraging young people and women
to own at least 50 coffee trees each and
sell the coffee under this brand. The idea
behind the initiative is to allow people to
create their own livelihood without
owning land, which is the role of older

men. Since February, 50 women have
already collected seedlings, and are now
investigating whether they can receive
training on good agricultural practices.
This includes encouraging the cultivation
of Batiany and Ruiru 11 coffee varieties,
which are more resistant to disease.
Farmers who have adopted these coffee
types have already noticed an increase
in production. Those who were reluctant
to replace the old trees are now also
considering intercropping and grafting
the new variety.
Shared Interest Programme Manager,
Kodzo Korkortsi visited Kabuboni in
May last year to carry out an annual
impact study. He could see the dairy
project steadily growing and Kabuboni’s
cash flow had improved. It is now able
to pay its farmers promptly on delivery
of coffee, unlike previous years when it
struggled to do so.
Kodzo said: “The dairy milk income
is now being used as working capital,
unlike in previous years when it would
rely on high interest loans from local
banks to get financing for its operations.”
Kabuboni is also able to buy fertilisers
for its members.
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FROM
FIELD TO
FACTORY
Considering it takes four years
for an orange tree to come to
fruition, orange production is
not as simple as you may think.
Below we describe the key stages
of the process.

A BRIGHTER
FUTURE
FOR ORANGE
PRODUCERS
Citrus farming is a growing
source of income in
Ghana but farmers face
many difficulties including
scattered production units,
poor road networks, illegal
mining and the threat of a
fungal disease called Citrus
Black Spot.
However, climate change
continues to be the biggest
challenge, with fruit ripening
early or crops being lost
in their entirety due to the
changing rainfall patterns
in the Ashanti region.
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Nyame Akwan is a Fairtrade orange
producer that is surviving commercially,
despite these various setbacks. Founded
in 1997, they work with over 100 farmers
in Kumasi to grow two types of oranges
– Late Valencia and Ortanique. As with
other citrus producers in the region,
100% of their production is then sold to
a local processor for export. In Nyame
Akwan’s case, a local exporter ships its
produce to the main buyer in Europe.
This buyer subsequently pays the
Fairtrade Premium directly to
Nyame Akwan.
General Secretary, Anthony Asafo-Adjei
said: “Unfavourable weather conditions
continue to affect our production levels
but we have been receiving support
from the Ghana Ministry of Food and
Agriculture to provide training to farmers
on how to manage the situation. Luckily

Valencia Late
The Valencia Late is probably the most widely
grown orange in the world. It is a late season
orange, small to medium in size, with a smooth
and relatively thin skin that peels reasonably
easily and remains green even when the fruit
is ripe.
Ortanique
Ortanique is a cross between an orange and a
tangerine, and was discovered in Jamaica in the
late 1920s. The name is a combination of ‘or’ for
orange, ‘tan’ for tangerine, and ‘ique’ for unique.
Ortanique trees grow best in shallow bauxitic
soils with an elevation of 2,000-3,000 feet.
this season, the weather also improved,
and so production has increased.”
Nyame Akwan approached Shared
Interest for finance in 2015. At that time,
fruit flies had been causing production
losses of up to 40%. Despite this, the
loan allowed them to purchase fertilisers
for farmers and ultimately increased
production volumes. Farm maintenance
equipment was also bought for the
farms which helped reduce fruit loss to
only 10%.
Education also helped improve yields.
Previously, harvesting was mostly done
by manually plucking the fruit with sticks,
which led to spoilage when it landed on
the ground. After training, the farmers
began to hang wire nets under the trees
to catch the oranges.
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Considering that orange trees do not bear fruit for the first
four years, then only produce fruit twice a year, it is vital that
wastage stays at a minimum.

To tackle the mining affecting the citrus
industry, and in some instances attracting
farmers with the promise of a far higher
income, a government task force dealt with
the mine owners responsible. This reduced
the subsequent pollution in rivers.

Chairman, Mustapha Abubakar said: “Our hope for the
future is to use more machinery, as our work requires a lot
of manpower at the moment. We would also like to buy a
truck to transport the fruit from members’ farms. Once our
membership reaches 200, we would also like to become a
co-operative.”

SHARED-INTEREST.COM

• Oranges are harvested from large groves. The
trees are pruned each year to increase yield.
It takes four years for the orange tree to start
bearing fruits. The production cycle takes six
months and yields twice a year under normal
conditions.
• When the mature fruit is ready to pick, a crew
of pickers is sent in to pull the fruit off the trees
with sticks.
• The collected fruit is sent to the buyer’s factory
within 24-48 hours where it is boxed for sale as a
whole fruit, or sent to plants for juice processing.
• The fruit must be inspected and graded before
it can be used. An inspector takes a sample to
analyse in order to make sure the fruit meets
maturity requirements for processing.
• The certified fruit is then transported along a
conveyor belt where it is washed as it passes
over roller brushes. This process removes
debris and dirt and reduces the number of
microbes. The fruit is then rinsed and dried.
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CARVING THE
FUTURE OF
AN ENTIRE
COMMUNITY
In the heart of Kenya’s Tabaka region – known as the home
of soapstone – lies Tarazo Africana Limited. This seemingly
small producer group creates employment opportunities for
hundreds of young people in a remote community with high
unemployment rates, thanks to Shared Interest investors.
Founded in 1996 by a group of four
graduates, Tarazo is a handcraft producer
specialising in soapstone-sculptured
gifts. Employing 400 people directly,
Tarazo also works with around 250
producers and suppliers. The Managing
Director, Muriuki Njeru, estimates that
at least 5,000 people from Tabaka and
surrounding communities benefit either
directly or indirectly from the business.
One of these producers is Thomas
Okemua Onderi. Now aged 46, Thomas
was the youngest of a family of five. When
his parents died, he began working in
mines, selling the artefacts he carved.
His goal was to earn enough to fund his
education but he never achieved the
income required.
Then, as a full-time carver with three
children of his own, Thomas was looking
for a regular income so he could provide
more than one meal a day for his family.
Since he started selling his goods to
Tarazo in 2013, he has been able to build
himself a three-bedroom house with the
proceeds, and pay his children’s school
fees on time and in full.
He said: “Thanks to Tarazo and their
partner Shared Interest, I live in a new
house with my family and my children are
well fed.”
Veronica Nyabiaga is 30 years old and a
mother of two. She’s been supervisor of
Tarazo’s sanding and washing section for
eight years. Before this, she used to sand
and wash handcrafts for shop owners for
very little financial return. More often than
not, she went home without any cash.
With her husband being unemployed
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and the house her mother built decades
earlier reaching collapse, the family’s
living conditions deteriorated. Now she’s
built a new house and relocated the
family. Her children no longer go to bed
without food, or return home from school
early because the fees are unpaid.
She said: “There is adequate food stuff
in the house and my children eat well.
I am now able to pay their school fees
and I provide them with the necessary
learning materials for them to excel. I was
afraid my children would end up dropping
out of school but thanks to Tarazo, I
am prepared to see them through to
university.”
Tarazo Managing Director, Muriuki Njeru
said: “With the support of Shared Interest,
Tarazo has created a sustainable and
meaningful source of income for many
people in the community.”

THE SOAPSTONE HANDCRAFT PRODUCTION PROCESS

William Lawrence Omwere Arungo, a
former Chief of South Mugirango Chache
(the surrounding area where Tabaka is
situated) said: “Shared Interest’s credit
facilities have enabled Tarazo to employ
many men, women and young people
whose daily existence depends on the
business of the organisation.”
Shared Interest provides Tarazo with an
Export Credit facility so that they can sell
their goods in Australia, America, Canada,
and Europe. As they export 100% of their
goods, this financial facility is a lifeline to
an organisation focused on the wellbeing
of their community. Helping far more
residents than those they employ, Tarazo
also raises money for out-of-work families
to pay for healthcare and school fees.
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Soapstone is sourced from local
community mines. The raw quarry
stones are excavated using simple
tools such as hoes, picks, axes and
shovels. It is only the highest quality
stones that are selected for carving.

The carved soapstone is then washed
and smoothed using fine-grained
sandpaper. Depending on the type of
piece, the carving is either left in its
natural state or decorated by adding
colour and design elements.

Carving is carried out using a variety of
tools including knives, machetes, chisels
and files. The carvers first break the
stones into a manageable size to get the
rough shape. They do this with the help
of a large knife known locally as a Panga.
After that, a small knife known as a Kisu
is used for more detailed work.

Intricate patterns are sometimes carved
into the surface to allow the light-coloured
natural stone to show through. The final
stage involves treating and polishing with
oils to create a shiny finish.
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The process involves both men and
women. Generally, men do the digging

of the stones from the mines or quarries,
as well as carving the products into the
required designs. Women usually perform
the sanding, washing, drying, waxing
and polishing tasks. Safety equipment
including helmets, boots, masks and
gloves are issued to the workers to
protect against injury and dust.
The finished soapstone artefacts are
a very fragile commodity and require
extra care during packaging and
transportation.
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COUNCIL COMMENT
As you may have picked up
from elsewhere in this edition
of QR, the Society is to
embark upon a full Strategic
Review in 2018.
A member of Council attended all the
recent Regional member events and it
was evident from the many questions
asked, that members have much to
contribute, and a wealth of knowledge
to impart.
Although it is only four years since
the last review we have seen many
changes in political, economic,
environmental and fair trade spheres.
The next few years are likely to see
even more changes in all these
areas. The Society has faced many
challenges over the past couple of
years and has much to celebrate.
However it remains important
to review and identify new and
innovative ways to respond to this
changing environment.

ARTISANS OF
THE WORLD
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French fair trade buyer,
Solidar’Monde, is creating
opportunities for thousands
of farmers and artisans to
sell produce such as quinoa,
coffee, chocolate, tea, and
sugar; as well as around
500 variations of handcrafts,
gifts and cosmetics. The
organisation was founded in
1984, although the trading
arm, Artisans du Monde has
been helping producers
since 1974.

volunteers selling a range of fair
trade products from disadvantaged
communities in 48 countries. These
shops are designed to be places
where people can buy, learn, educate
and commit to a fairer world trade.
Solidar’Monde distributes the organic
and fair trade products directly from the
farmers and artisans to the shops.

Artisans du Monde was initially created
to support producers in Bangladesh,
whose crops were destroyed by
flooding. Today it operates 130 shops
across France, run by over 6,500

Profitability started to increase and we
subsequently provided a loan for working
capital to enable the farmers and artisans
to be paid promptly on supply of the
products, rather than waiting for the
goods to be sold.

Solidar’Monde first approached Shared
Interest in 2004 for a loan to expand their
business. However, facing challenges
in the organisation over the next three
years, they ceased to be a customer
until contacting us again in 2015 with
a new Managing Director and recovery
plan in place, and having moved to new
premises in Montreuil.

Although Solidar’Monde has been
a member of the World Fair Trade
Organisation (WFTO) for a decade and
they gained the WFTO Guaranteed Fair
Trade Organisation status last year.
They are also certified with Fairtrade
International, FLO-Cert as a trader
for coffee, quinoa, sugar and are now
focused on featuring these logos on
their packaging.
Managing Director, Laurent Ducroq said:
“This year we also plan to introduce
new products, including Fairtrade and
organic bananas. We are currently in
discussion with Traidcraft to introduce
the GEOBARS to the market, as there is
currently no equivalent in France.”

PRODUCER
CASE STUDY
Intercrafts Peru works with 300
Peruvian craftspeople producing
ceramics, jewellery and textiles.
The organisation is owned and
managed by the artisans and was set
up specifically to manage their export
sales. Members have access to
health care, a loan fund and financial
advances to purchase raw materials.
A member of WFTO, Intercrafts’
vision is to ‘offer quality Peruvian
handcrafts by promoting their wealth,
value, diversity and culture in order
to contribute to the sustainable
development of artisans’.
Intercrafts Peru exports the majority
of their products to clients including
Solidar’Monde, as well as other
Shared Interest customers SERRV
and Ten Thousand Villages.
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The members’ survey will be
circulated shortly and will include
questions on some of the key issues
and challenges facing the Society.
We appreciate that this will make the
January mailing a little bulkier, but
please seek out the survey as your
input in the process is vital.
For those of you with access to the
online portal, you will receive a link to
complete the survey online. If you are
not set up and would like access, the
process is simple. Just get in touch
with the membership team.
We all receive many requests from
organisations we support, but please
respond to this one when it arrives. It
is really important that Shared Interest
develops in ways that both reflect the
needs of our Producers overseas,
and the wishes of our Investors in
this country.
Martin Canning and Ashley Wyatt
Joint Moderators of Council

MANAGING YOUR
SHARE ACCOUNT
For identification purposes,
when making an investment
into your Share Account,
please remember to use
your Share Account
Number. You will find this at
the top of your statement, or
within the Account Details
section of our online portal.
It is 10 digits long and begins
with 10.
Please contact our membership
team if you need any help locating
your Share Account Number on
0191 233 9102 or email
membership@shared-interest.com

Important notice
We have a number of investments
which we cannot identify. If you think
you may have forgotten to use your
Share Account Number, please get in
touch with our membership team.
Online access
We are always looking for ways to
reduce our carbon footprint, and
introduced our online member portal
three years ago.
If you would like to receive your
statement and QR online, please get
in touch.
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Quarterly Return is the newsletter of Shared Interest Society. Shared Interest Society
Ltd is a fair trade lending organisation which is a member of Co-operatives UK.
It uses the pooled investments of its members in the UK to affect real and lasting
improvements to people’s lives in the developing world.
Shared Interest Society Ltd is registered with the Registrar of Mutual Societies,
number 27093R. The Directors decide on what the interest rate payable to
members will be. The interest rate since 1 October 2017 has been 0%.

CONTACT US
Shared Interest Society Ltd
Pearl Assurance House
7 New Bridge Street West
Newcastle Upon Tyne
NE1 8AQ
United Kingdom
0191 233 9100
membership@shared-interest.com
www.shared-interest.com
@SharedInterest

